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INTRODUCTION

1.1,

Motivation

The 'Folk Theorem' of repeated games states that, if players are sufficiently patient,
any vector of long-run payoffs which is individually rational can be sustained as an
equilibrium,
This is true regardless of the structure of the stage game which is being repeated.
In other words, any vector of pay-offs can be sustained in equilibrium regardless of
how more or less appealing such outcome might be in terms of the stage game. In
particular, the stage game might possess a 'cooperative equilibrium' which constitutes
a natural focus for the players. Nevertheless, cooperation will only be one of the very
many possible long-run equilibrium outcomes,
The Folk Theorem of repeated games is an extremely robust result. In general, it
holds when we impose subgame-perfection, when incomplete information is allowed
(Fudenberg and Maskin 1986), when we consider a finite but 'long' repeated game
(Benoit and Krishna 1985), or when we put bounds on the memory of the players
(Sabourian 1989).
The literature on repeated games is vast and we do not even attempt a survey
here. We simply mention the surveys of Aumann (1981) and Sabourian (1989), and
the pioneering contributions of Aumann and Shapley (1976) and Rubinstein (1979).
In this paper, we are concerned with undiscounted infinitely-repeated games ob
tained from the repetition of a stage game which belongs to a class of strategic-form
n-player games known as Common Interest games. These are those games in which
a unique vector of payoffs strictly Pareto-dominates all other feasible payoff vectors.
We show that, when the repeated game is 'perturbed' in an appropriate way and
certain computability conditions hold, cooperation is the only possible equilibrium
outcome of such a repeated Common Interest game. Our results, generalize the
results in Anderlini and Sabourian (1995) (henceforth A-S) for 2-players repeated
Common Interest games to n-player games when n is finite. We also show that our
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equilibrium selection result no longer holds when the number of players is countably
infinite.
1.2.

Intuition

Consider the following 3-player Common Interest game in matrix form in which player
one chooses rows, player two chooses columns, and player three chooses matrices.

A3
Al
BI

A2

B2

3,3,3

-1,2,0

2, -1,0

B3
Al
BI

0,0,0

A2

B2

I, I, 1

-1, -1,-1

-1,-1,-1

0,0,0

Figure 1
Consider next the game obtained by the infinite undiscounted repetition of this
stage game. The Folk Theorem tells us that in this repeated game any vector of
strictly positive payoffs in the convex hull of the feasible payoff space of the stage
game can be supported by a subgame-perfect equilibrium.
However, intuitively inefficient outcomes come from a lack of coordination. Since
the three players interact for a long time, it should be possible for each player to
take actions early in the repeated game to signal and convince the others that he
will 'play cooperativelyll in the future. Therefore, the efficient payoff vector (3, 3, 3)
should emerge if players do not discount the future.
The results of this paper formalize the intuition we have just given. More precisely,
we show the following. Suppose that the pure strategies of the repeated game are
perturbed2 in a 'computable' way. Suppose also that players choose repeated game
strategies which can be implemented by finite programs or computing devices (Turing
1 Here, and throughout the paper, we will refer to a choice of action which (for some actions of
the other players) leads to the efficient payoff vector as 'playing cooperatively'.
ZAs in many other settings, the perturbations can be interpreted in two different ways. They can
represent actual 'mistakes' made by the players when they select their repeated game strategy. Or
they can represent the fact that each player is uncertain about the 'identity' (the motivations of)
the other players.
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machines). Then the set of equilibrium payoffs shrinks to the efficient payoff vector
as the perturbations vanish.
In any Common Interest game, if a player is 'sufficiently convinced' that all other
players will play cooperatively, then it is in the player's interest to reply by playing
cooperatively as well. Therefore in a 2-player Common Interest games the selection of
the Pareto-efficient outcome becomes intuitively clear once it is shown that one player
can convince the other of his cooperative intentions. In an n-player Common Interest
game more is needed. For instance, the signalling mechanism we have described
intuitively will select the efficient outcome if it is the case that any player i, by
signalling his cooperative intentions, can induce (motivate) another player i

+ 1 tp

reveal his cooperative intentions.
More formally, to select the efficient equilibria for the n-player case, we need to
generalize the signalling mechanism, by 'backwards induction' on the set of all players
as follows. Suppose that a history of play, say htn _ 1 , has taken place such that all
players but one, say player n, are (almost) sure to play cooperatively after h tn _ 1 •
Then, since the game is one of Common Interest, it pays the n-th player to play
cooperatively after htn _ 1 and as a result all players can earn (approximately) the
efficient payoff after this point. Now suppose that a history htn _ 2 has taken place
such that all players other than player n - 1 and player n are (almost) sure to play
cooperatively after htn _ 2 • Then player n - 1, by signalling its cooperative intentions,
can ensure that at some point in the future, a history like htn _ 1 will have taken place.
Since the players earn (approximately) the efficient payoff after htn _ l l it follows that
after history h tn _ 2 , player n-l, by signalling, can obtain (approximately) the efficient
payoff and thus the equilibrium continuation payoff must also be (approximately)
efficient for all players. This argument can be continued by 'backwards induction' to
show that for all i < n the continuation payoffs are (approximately) efficient after
any history hti such that all players j

= 1, .. , i

are certain to play cooperatively in

the future. Thus the possibility of signalling ensures that the efficient equilibrium is
selected in the overall repeated game.
As in A-S, the two key features of our analysis in this paper are the role of the
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perturbations of the repeated game, and the of restriction of the players to computable
strategies. They enable us to show that a player can use the early stages of play to
convince the others that he intends to play cooperatively in the long-run. We start
with an intuitive explanation of the need to introduce perturbations of the repeated
game.
Unless perturbations ofthe players supergame strategies are introduced, it is possi
ble that each player will attach probability one to strategies which result in inefficient
outcomes. If this is the case any strategy which attempts to signal an intention to
play cooperatively will take the players 'off the equilibrium path' (the histories hti
defined above may be 'off the equilibrium path'). Once the history of play is off the
equilibrium path, the players' beliefs can only be defined in an ad hoc way. Introduc
ing perturbations of the repeated game as we do below guarantees that the the set of
strategies which will eventually play the cooperative outcome has positive probability.
This, in turn, makes the players' beliefs well defined according to Bayes' rule after
any attempt to signal that a player intends to play cooperatively in the future.
The restriction to computable strategies plays a three-fold role in our analysis.
First of all, it implies that each player's strategy space in the infinitely repeated game
is a countably infinite set. The set of finite programs can be numbered (cf. Section
3 below), and from this fact it follows directly that there is a countable infinity of
supergame strategies which can be played by any algorithm (finite program).
The second implication of computable strategies is a consequence of the fact that
general programs can 'simulate' other programs. It follows that computable strategies
can make their own action depend on the action which any other computable strategy
would take in the same situation. A computable strategy which 'simulates' other
strategies as part of its program is a well defined computable strategy.
The third consequence of our assumption of computable strategies is that we can
invoke a particular 'pseudo-fixed point' result in the space of computable functions.
We expand on this point below.
To illustrate the role of the computability restrictions within the signalling mech
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anism described above, consider a 3-player repeated Common Interest game (such as
the one in Figure 1) and let (xf, x~, xf) be an equilibrium strategy profile. Con
sider first for each player i

= 1,2 the set of computable non-cooperative supergame

strategies Qi: the set of strategies which fail to cooperate in the long-run. This is a
countable set since the entire set of computable strategies is countable. For each i
it is useful to visualize this set as being on the horizontal axis as in Figure 2 below,
together with the probabilities (on the vertical axis) assigned to strategies in this set
by the perturbation of the player's equilibrium strategy.
Now for each i = 1,2 consider a strategy, say
Firstly,

xi

xr, constructed in the following way.

'enumerates' sufficiently many non-cooperative strategies in Qi, so that

the 'tail' left after such enumeration has 'sufficiently small' probability compared
with the probability which the perturbation assigns to

xi

itself. Because the set

of non-cooperative strategies is countable, this can be achieved enumerating finitely
many non-cooperative strategies, say ti of them (in Figure 2 we have set ti

= 9).

Probabilities

I I I I
Enumerated Set

••
••

•
I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

•••
•
I

•

••
I

••

10 11 12 13' ..

i's Computable
Non-Coopera ti ve
Strategies

Figure 2
Strategy
Vi

xi

can then use the first ti stages of play after some some fixed period

to signal its intention to play cooperatively in the long-run as follows. In the first

period of the signalling phase, at

Vi

+ 1,

simulate what action the non-cooperative
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strategy '1' would take in period

Vi

+ 1, and then make sure that the action taken by

xi is different from the action of non-cooperative strategy' 1'.
the signalling phase, at

Vi

+ 2, do the same operation

In the second period of

with non-cooperative strategy

'2', in the third period of the signalling phase with strategy '3', and so on until period

ti + Vi included. After period ti

ti +Vi simply take the cooperative action, regardless

of the previous history of play.
Playing strategy

xi

ii + Vi

will clearly ensure that by period ti

the opposing

players will know that i is not using any of the non-cooperative strategies 1,2, .. "

ii in

the 'enumerated set' of Figure 2. Therefore, they must conclude that if he is playing
a non-cooperative strategy, he must be using one of the strategies in the 'tail' of
Figure 2. Since this 'tail' has 'sufficiently small' probability relative to the cooperative
strategy

xi,

using Bayes' rule the opposing players must know, by time ti =

ii + Vi,

that they are facing a cooperative strategy with 'sufficiently high' probability. Using
strategy

xi

reveals, by time ti =

+ Vi,

ti

the player's intention to cooperate in the

long-run, up to a 'sufficiently high' degree of precision. Throughout the rest of the
paper, we will refer to a strategy like

xi as a 'revealing' or a 'signaling' strategy for i.

xi and x 2so that xi signals in the first il periods and x 2's signalling
phase starts after xi has finished its signalling. Moreover, ensure that x 2 behaves like
Now construct

the equilibrium machine xf in the first
In other words suppose that

VI

il

periods (during the signalling phase of xi).

= 0, tl = iI, V2 = il

and the output of x 2 is the same

as the output of xf at any stage before and including
setting t2 = V2

+ il

= i1

Next, assume that

V2

=

i1.

(Notice that we are

+ i 2.)

xi

the histories of play after

is in the support of the perturbation for i = 1,2. Denote
tl

and t2 periods, if players 1 and 2 choose

xi

and

X

21

and

player 3 chooses the equilibrium strategy xf, by h;l and h~2 respectively.3 Then if
h;2 occurs (the signalling phase of

xi

ends), player 3 is almost sure that players 1

and 2 are cooperative and thus xf will play cooperatively after this history.4 Now
3Notice that all histories of length tl generated by xi and xf are identical because xi's behaviour
is assumed to be identical to that of xf for the first tl periods of the game.
4This follows from the fact that equilibrium strategies must be optimal in expected terms.
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if h;l is observed (the signalling phase of

xi

xi has ended) then player 2 by choosing

can induce a history h;2 and thus earn the efficient payoff after period t2 • Since

the equilibrium strategy xf for player 2 is optimal on the 'equilibrium path' and xf
and

xi

behave identically up to and including period t 1 , it follows that after player

1's signalling phase (after history

h;J, the payoff to xf

(and thus the payoffs to all

players) must be close to the efficient one( s). Finally, since player 1, by choosing

xi,

can induce h;l and thus the efficient payoff when other players follow their equilibrium
strategies5 xf and xf, it follows from optimality of xf that the equilibrium payoff of
1 (and thus those of all players) in the entire game must be close to the efficient one.
It is at this point that the pseudo-fixed point theorem we mentioned above comes

into play. The construction yielding our revealing strategies clearly is open to a po
tential circularity. As we construct each

xi

xi,

we take as given the probability which

has according to the perturbation. But since we are constructing

xi, its 'number'

and therefore its probability may vary. We avoid this potential circularity using the
pseudo-fixed point which we mentioned above. (This is a Corollary of the Recur
sion Theorem, which for completeness is stated as Theorem A.6). This makes our
signalling strategies

xi

well defined.

Our equilibrium selection result revolves on a backwards induction argument on
the set of players. The logic of this argument breaks down in the case of a countable
infinity of players. In Section 9 we show that our equilibrium selection result no
longer holds in this case.
1.3.

Related Literature

There is a sizeable literature on repeated games played by computing machines. We
do not attempt a survey here, but simply refer to the early contributions of Abreu
and Rubinstein (1988), Rubinstein (1986), Neyman (1985) and Aumann (1981). The
class of computing devices most often considered in this literature is the set of finite
automata (Moore machines). The focus of most of the finite automata literature
5This follows from the fact that the history of play generated for the first tl periods by the
strategy triple (xi, xf, xf) is identical to the one generated by (xi, x~, xf) - see footnote 3.
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are the Nash equilibria of the machine game

a profile of machines (one for each

player) such that no player can improve his payoff by unilaterally deviating to a
different machine.
We depart from the automata literature in several ways. First of all the class of
computing devices which we consider (Turing machines) is in some sense 'wider' than
the class of finite automata. Binmore (1987), in a pioneering paper, adopts the stance
that Turing machines are the 'correct' class of computing devices to consider since
they embody what is widely accepted in mathematics as the appropriate notion of
effective computability in the widest possible sense. They represent a 'most powerful'
class of computing devices. For reasons of space, we refer the reader to A-S for furthe!
references and discussion of this point.
As we mentioned above, in A-S we consider 2-player repeated Common Interest
games in which strategies are restricted to be computable. The game is perturbed
in a way similar to that used below, and the efficient payoff pair is selected as the
unique surviving equilibrium outcome. Much of the intuition described in Section
1.2 is true for the results of A-S as well as for the results of this paper. This is not
surprising since both papers can be viewed as proposing a technique which appears to
be quite powerful in modelling signalling/communication among players in strategic
situations in which there is a 'common interest' among the players. 6

,7

There is a large recent literature on equilibrium selection in evolutionary jlearning
games,8 in games played by machines or with restricted strategies,9 and in games
6 Anderlini (1990) applies a similar technique to select the efficient equilibrium in 2-player one-shot
Common Interest games with pre-play communication.
7The proofs of the results which we present in this paper have the same structure as in A-S.
However, they are substantially more complex since in this paper we need to ensure the possibility
of n 1 players signalling (sequentially) on the equilibrium path, whereas in A-S the possibility of
one player signalling is sufficient to select the efficient equilibrium. In particular, in this paper, the
Communication Lemma in section 6.1 and the optimality proof in section 6.2 below are a great deal
more intricate than their counterparts in A-S.
8See for instance Fudenberg and Maskin (1990), Binmore and Samuelson (1992), Kandori,
Mailath, and Rob (1993), Young (1993), and the recent surveys by Kandori (1997), and Marimon
(1997).
9See Cho (1994), Piccione and Rubinstein (1993), Aumann and Sorin (1989), Abreu and Rubin
stein (1988) and Rubinstein (1986), to name a few.
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with pre-play communication.lO,ll Almost all the results available in the literature
are valid only for 2-player games (and sometimes only for 2 x 2 games) and they
do not extend to n-player games 12 . By contrast, this paper demonstrates that the
techniques used in A-S do generalize to n-player games by applying a 'backwards

induction' type argument on the set of players.
1.4.

Overview

In the next section we set up the standard notation for an infinitely repeated n-player
Common Interest game with no discounting. In Section 3 we briefly introduce the
notion of computability and the associated notation. In Section 4 we describe the
model in detail and introduce our equilibrium concept. Section 5 contains the main
result of the paper. In Sections 6 and 7 we present the proof of the main result
and discuss one generalization of it. In Section 8 we discuss what happens to our
main result when correlation across player types is allowed. Section 9 generalizes our
previous model to the case of a Common Interest game with a countable infinity of
players. In this case the equilibrium selection result we have described above fails.
Section 10 briefly concludes the paper. All proofs are in the Appendix except for the
Communication Lemma, a result which is central to the analysis of the entire paper.
The Appendix also contains some additional material which we have removed from
the main body of the paper for ease of exposition. In the numbering of equations,
Theorems etc., a prefix 'A' indicates that the relevant item is in the Appendix.
2.

UN-DISCOUNTED INFINITELY REPEATED COMMON INTEREST GAMES

The stage game of the repeated game we consider will be denoted by G

= {A, 7ri} i=1 .

We take G to be a finite-action, n-player, strategic-form game. A generic player
will be denoted by i

= 1, ... , n.

Player i's finite action set is denoted by

A, and

lOSee Farrell (1988), Farrell (1993), Kim and Sobel (1995), among others.
llSee A-S for further references on equilibrium selection models and on the differences the analysis
carried out here and the existing literature.
12There are some exceptions. For example, Chatterjee and Sabourian (1997) analyze the equilib
rium set in n-person bargaining games played by finite automata.
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=

A A1 x, ... ,xAn is the players' joint action set. Typical elements of Ai and A are
denoted by ai and a respectively. Following standard notation, 11"i : A -+ IR denotes
player i's payoff function, while 11" : A -+ IRn yields a payoff vector given an action
profile a E A. Let V, with typical element 11" = (11"1, ... , 11"n), be the payoff space of

G. In other words, V

=11"(A).

We can now define the class of Common Interest games.
DEFINITION

1: A strategic-form game G is said to be of Common Interest if and

only if it has a unique vector of feasible payoffs (which may be associated with more
than one action profile) which strictly Pareto-dominates all other payoff vectors. G
is assumed to be a Common Interest game and 11"e is its unique Pareto-efficient payoff
vector. The action profile ae E A is one (arbitrarily fixed) action profile which yields
such a payoff vector to the players.
For the sake of simplicity only we will focus attention on Common Interest games in
which each player has at least three pure strategies available. In Section 7 we indicate
why this property is not needed for our results.
Ass UMPTION 1: For all i

= 1, ... ,n,

the cardinality of A is at least three.

Next, we define the infinitely repeated game, Goo, obtained from G. Let au be
player i's action at time t

0, ... ,00, and at the players' joint action at t. Let

1i t be the set of all possible finite histories of play of length t, with typical element
ht

= (ao,"', at-d

(define ho to be the empty set, denoted by 0). The set of all

possible finite histories of play, regardless of length, is denoted by 1i =
strategy for player i in Goo is a map O'i : 1i -+

A.

take at time t along the outcome path induced by

U~o

1i t • A

The action profile which players
0'

will be indicated by at{O') =

(a1t(O'), ... , ant (a)). The history of length t generated by a vector of supergame
strategies

0'

is denoted by ht{O'} - (ao(O'},"" ~-l(O'))' The long-run undiscounted

payoff to player i is lim infT~oo ~ Er=ol11"i[~(O')l.
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TURING MACHINES

A Turing machine is an abstract computing device. Each machine is identified by
its 'program' which consists of a finite set of symbols obeying some syntactical rules.
For reasons of space, we do not specify these rules in detail here. 13 Using a standard
technique known as Godel numbering, the natural numbers can be put in a one-to-one
(computable) correspondence with Turing machines. Godel numbering can also be
applied to code and decode the machines' inputs and outputs. This is because these
are also assumed to be finite strings drawn from a fixed alphabet. IN will denote the
set of natural numbers throughout the paper. Using notation which is standard in
the computability literature we will denote by 'Px (y) the result of the computation
of the Turing machine with Godel number x E IN on the input string coded by the
Godel number y E IN. By 'Px (y) t and 'Px (y) {. we will respectively indicate that the
computation 'Px(y) does not halt (it 'loops'), and that it does halt.
DEFINITION

2: A partial function

f

from 1Nm to IN is called computable if and only

if

Since the output of a Turing machine need not be defined for all possible inputs,
special care must be taken in asserting 'equalities'. The symbol I::::' used between
two Turing machines, two computable functions or any combination of these (as in
Definition 2) means 'defined on the same set of inputs and equal whenever defined'.
We conclude this section with an observation. The computability framework which
we have just described imposes 'weak' restrictions in the following sense. The notion of
Turing-computability is widely agreed to embody the widest possible intuitive notion
of effective computability. Intuitively, a function is effectively computable if and only
13There are a large number of texts on computability. These range from textbooks such as Cutland
(1980) and Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) to classic references such as Davis (1958) and Rogers (1967).
Anderlini (1989) contains a brief exposition of the basic details.
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if its values can be computed in a finite 'number of steps' using some conceivable 'finite
device'. In the mathematical literature this claim is known as Church IS Thesis. 14
4.
4.1.

THE MODEL

Computable Strategies

Recall that G is a finite-action game and that we do not consider mixed strategies

15

within the stage game. Therefore, we can use the numbering technique mentioned in
Section 3 above to assign (in a computable way) a code in IN to any element of 11.. In
a completely analogous way, the elements of At can also be coded in IN. From these
two coding operations, it is immediate that a strategy in Goo can be thought of as a
function from IN to IN. Since this does not cause any ambiguity, now and throughout
the rest of the paper, we use the same symbol for ht E 11. and ai, and for their 'codes'
in IN.
DEFINITION

3: A strategy

(1i

for player i in Goo is called a computable strategy if

and only if

The action profile at time t corresponding to a given vector of computable strategies x

= (Xl, ... , xn), is denoted by Rt{x).
by ht{x)

The history oflength t generated by X is denoted

{a.o{x), ... , Rt-l{X)}. As we mentioned above, the computation of a Turing

Machine on a given input mayor may not be defined (the computation mayor may
not halt). For a variety of technical reasons, all somehow related to the so-called
14Notice further that the restriction to countable domain and range of computable functions is in
some sense 'without loss of generality'. Very loosely speaking, this is because any 'language of first
order logic' with a countable set of 'sentences' must have a 'countable model'. See, for instance, Bell
and Machover (1977), Ch. 5 on Model Theory, particularly the Lowenheim-Skolem Theorem.
15Because of our computability restrictions, it is hard to consider explicitly a continuum of ran
domizations within the stage game G. Notice however that a finite set of mixed strategies can easily
be considered within the stage game itself by adding appropriate entries to its normal form. Adding
mixed strategies in this way to a Common Interest game always yields another Common Interest
game.
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'halting problem', we are not able to exclude from our analysis all Turing machines
which do not halt on all possible histories of the repeated game. To keep matters as
simple as possible in this respect, we will only consider either Turing machines which
halt on all possible histories and yield an output in

~,

or Turing machines which

never halt on any possible history of the repeated game. This motivates the next

Definition.
DEFINITION

4: The set of allowable Turing machines for player i in Goo is the set of

all Turing machines which either halt for all ht E 1£ and yield an output in the action
set

~,

or which do not halt for any possible history of the repeated game. Formally,

define

and

We call

sf!

and Sf the set of halting and non-halting strategies for player i respec

tively. We also define SH
andS

= Sf x,

... ,xS:f, SH == Sf x, ... ,xS:!, Si

= Sf U Sf

SlX, ... ,Xs'n.

We extend the players' payoff functions in the repeated game so that they are defined
for any vector xES. To 'neutralize' the role of non-halting strategies we will assume
that they are dominated and that any halting strategy is a best response to any
strategy profile which contains one or more non-halting strategies.
We can now define the long-run undiscounted payoffs yielded by any vector of
Turing machines in S.
ASSUMPTION

2: The long-run payoffs in the undiscounted infinitely repeated game

are defined for any vector of Turing machines in S. Moreover, all non-halting strate
gies are dominated by some halting strategy, and any halting strategy is a best re
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sponse to any strategy profile which contains one or more non-halting strategies. 16
Formally, let l1 i : S -+ 1R be the long-run payoff to player i. Then
1 T-l
l1 i (x) == lim inf T
1ri [8.t (x) )1 'V xES H
T--too

L

t=O

and l1 i satisfies the following two conditions17

Notice that, of course, we could have stated the best response part of Assumption
2 in an equivalent way assuming that all halting strategies for a given player yield
the same payoff against any strategy profile which contains one or more non-halting
strategies.
Assumption 2 stipulates that 'not playing' Goo is dominated by playing it, what
ever the outcome. Moreover, playing a halting strategy is a best response whenever
one or more of the other players refuse to play the game. To use the standard example
of Chess, not playing the game is like overturning the board instead of making a legal
move. As a result the player loses the game. Any strategy consisting entirely of legal
moves is a best response to a player who overturns the chess-board.
16There are two issues about the 'best response' part of Assumption 2 which are worth emphasizing
at this point. The first is that the best response property of halting machines which we are assuming
is only used in our proof of existence of perturbed equilibria, and not in the proof of our equlibrium
selection result. The second point to notice is that our best response assumption, as stated, is
stronger than needed for our existence result. More precisely, the existence part of Theorem 1 below
rather than
also holds if we assume only that any 'cooperative strategy' (see Definition 5 below)
any halting strategy, cooperative or not - is a best response to any strategy profile which contains
one or more non-halting strategies. In A-S only this weaker version of the best response property
is used. In this paper we choose to use this stronger version of Assumption 2 because it saves
a considerable amount of extra notation and space in the anaylsis of our model with a countable
infinity of players which we present in Section 9 below.
7
1 Throughout the paper a subscript of -i attached to any symbol, say z, indicates the array L i
(Zl,'" ,Zi-l,Zi+l, .. · ,zn).
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Our main result is an equilibrium selection result which singles out the cooperative
equilibria of the repeated game. We conclude this section by defining what is meant
by a cooperative strategy in the repeated game.
DEFINITION

5: A strategy Xi for player i is said to be It-cooperative' if and only if it

is guaranteed to play cooperatively at t and in all subsequent periods, regardless of
the history of play. Formally, let

Cf

denote the set of cooperative strategies at t for

player i, then

The complement of Cf in Si is denoted by
Ci

C:.

The strategies for player i in the set

= U~OC; are called simply cooperative strategies.

The complement .of Ci in Si is

denoted by Ci .
4.2.

Admissible Trembles

In Section 1.2 we described informally how a strategy which is capable of revealing
a player's intention to cooperate in the long run may be constructed by 'simulating'
some non-cooperative strategies, 'keeping track' of their probability and of the prob
ability of the 'tail' of non-cooperative strategies which have not yet been enumerated
and simulated. Implicitly we were assuming that the proposed algorithm has access
to the probabilities of individual strategies and of the 'tail'. To make the construction
rigorous, we need some assumptions (as in A-S) on the perturbations of Goo which
guarantee the feasibility of these operations.
The first assumption we need is that the probabilities which the perturbations
assign to strategies must be computable. It is possible to state this assumption in
a variety of different ways. We choose the formulation below mainly for the sake of
simplicity.

18

It is convenient to state Definitions 6 and 8 for an abstract probability

distribution over IN, before using them to define the actual perturbations of Goo.
18 As in Anderlini and Sabourian (1990), we could state Definition 6 below more weakly in terms
of approximate computability and derive the same results as in this paper.
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anism described above, consider a 3-player repeated Common Interest game (such as
the one in Figure 1) and let (xf, xf, xf) b~ an equilibrium strategy profile. Con
sider first for each player i

=:'

1,2 the set of computable non-cooperative supergame

strategies Qi: the set of strategies which fail to cooperate in the long-run. This is a
countable set since the entire set of computable strategies is countable. For each i
it is useful to visualize this set as being on the. horizontal axis as in Figure 2 below,
together with the probabilities (on the vertical axis) assigned to strategies in this set
by the perturbatipn of the player's equilibrium strategy.
Now for each i
Firstly,

xi

= 1,2 consider a strategy, say xi, constructed in the following way.

'enumerates' sufficiently many non-cooperative strategies in~, so that

the 'tail' left after such enumeration has 'sufficiently small' probability compared
with the probability which the perturbation assigns to

xi

itself. Because the set

of non-cooperative strategies is countable, this can be achieved enumerating finitely
many non-cooperative strategies, say ~ of them (in Figure 2 we have set ti = 9).

Probabilities

I I I

I

Enumerated Set

..••
••
I

1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

9

•
•••
I

•
••
I

••
I

10 11 12 13" .

i's Computable
Non-Cooperative
Strategies

Figure 2
Strategy
Vi

xi

can then use the first ti stages of play after some some fixed period

to signal its intention to play cooperatively in the long-run as follows. In the first

period of the signalling phase, at

Vi

+ 1,

simulate what action the non-cooperative

16
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DEFINITION

6: For each player i, a probability distribution {Pi (l), ~(2), ... 1 Pi(Xi),

...} over IN (denoted by

~)

is said to be 'computable' if and only if there exists a

Turing machine which computes (at least) all non-zero values of Pi as a function of
Xi. Formally, let Aoo represent the unit simplex in Roo and supp(Pi )
{Xi E IN I
Pi(Xi) > a}, then Pi E A oo is said to be computable if and only if3 Pi E IN such that

=

Xi E supp( Pi) implies

The second computability property which we require our perturbations to satisfy
concerns the possibility of computing the probability of the 'tail' of the probability
distribution to which we referred intuitively in Section 1.2. We must be careful as to
precisely what set of strategies we put on the horizontal axis of Figure 2 since being
able to 'enumerate' and compute the probability of the tail of a set as we described
in Section 1.2 is equivalent to some 'regularity' properties for the set itself which we
will discuss shortly. There are a variety of ways to proceed. Again, we choose what
seems intuitively the simplest formulation, even though it is by no means the most
generaI.l9.
Consider the set of computable supergame strategies for player i which have the
property that if action

a~

is played at any stage, then action

aT is played forever at

all later stages. A convenient set to put on the horizontal axis of Figure 2 is the
complement of this set. Signalling that a player's strategy is not in this latter set and
then playing cooperatively is clearly a good way to signal the player's intention to
cooperate in the long-run. Our next step is to define formally this set of computable
supergame strategies and its complement. As in A-S, for want of a better term, we
call it the set of 'quasi-cooperative' strategies.

191n Section 7 we describe one alternative way to formulate Definition 7 below.
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DEFINITION

7: A supergame strategy Xi for player i is said to be 'quasi-cooperative'

if and only if it has the property that after cooperating once it will cooperate forever,
regardless of the opponents' play. Formally, let Qi denote the set of quasi-cooperative
strategies for player i, then 20

af

V htl

E

?itt}

(1)

The complement of Qi in Si is denoted by Qi. 21
We are interested in trembles which guarantee that the probability of Qi is com
putable. Since both Qi and Qi are infinite sets, this is not a property which follows
automatically from computability of the probability distribution in the sense of Def
inition 6.
DEFINITION 8:

A Probability distribution

~

over the natural numbers is said to be

Qi-computable if and only if the probability which

~

assigns to Qi is a 'computable

real number' in the sense that it can be approximated by a Turing machine up to
any arbitrarily given degree of precision. Formally, let
Pi E

~ 00

~(Qi)

= E xEQ; Pi(X)

then

is said to be Qi-computable if and only if 3qi E IN such that

The equilibrium notion which we define in the next Section will involve pertur
bations which are both computable and Qi-computable for all players. We call these
distributions 'admissible' probability distributions.
20Notice that the set Ci of cooperative strategies neither contains nor is it contained in the set
Qi of quasi-cooperative strategies. For instance, a strategy which outputs the cooperative action ai
on history ho, then outputs some non-cooperative action for all possible hI and again outputs the
cooperative action on all histories of length two or more, is cooperative but not quasi-cooperative.
A strategy which never outputs the cooperative action a: (including any strategy in Sf) is quasi
cooperative but clearly does not belong to the set of cooperative strategies Ci .
21Notice that (1) implies that all strategies in Qi are halting strategies.
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DEFINITION 9: A Probability distribution Pi over IN" is said to be admissible for
player i if and only if a) it gives positive probability only to machines in Si (in other
words supp(Pi ) £;; Si), b) it is computable according to Definition 6, and c) it is
Qi-computable according to Definition 8. Throughout the rest of the paper we will
denote by Pi the set of probability distributions which are admissible for player i.

=supp(P

-p

Lemma A.2 shows that the set Qi'



i)

in the sense of Definition A.2 whenever

~

n Qi is recursively enumerable

is admissible in the sense of Definition

9. Intuitively, a subset of IN is recursively enumerable if and only if its elements

can be exhaustively enumerated by a Turing machine. Therefore, there are three
Turing machines associated with each Pi E Pi' One which computes the probabilities
of individual machines, one which computes the probability of Qi, and a third one
which 'enumerates' the elements of

Qfi.

We will refer to such a triple of Turing

machines as a 'basis' for P.
DEFINITION 10: A triple (Pi. qi, mi) E IN3 is said to be a 'basis' for an admissible Pi E
Pi if and only if tpp; (.) computes the values of Pi as in Definition 6,
(approximately) the value of Pi (Qi) as in Definition 8, and
'without repetitions' as in Theorems A.4 and A5.
4.3.

tpm; (-)

tpq; (.)

computes

'enumerates' Qf

22

Equilibrium

The equilibrium concept we use is that of Trembling Hand Perfect (Selten 1975,
Myerson 1978) with the restriction that supergame strategies must be computable
and perturbations must be admissible.
From a formal point of view Definitions 11 and 12 below of Trembling Hand Perfect
equilibrium are standard except for the treatment of the support of the trembles. We
find it convenient to 'parameterize' classes of possible perturbations by a 'lower bound'
on their support. Some notation is necessary. Throughout the rest of the paper we
22If

Q~i is empty, we require mi to compute the function 'nowhere defined'.
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denote the set of admissible probability distributions for player i which have support

at least as large as a given set n i , by Pi(n i ). Formally vn i

ni ~ supp(-A)

~

IN we let

and Pi is admissible for i}

As is standard, we require equilibrium strategies to be optimal against the oppos
ing players' equilibrium strategies played with large probability, and the perturbation
played with arbitrarily small probability. It is useful to establish some notation for the
set of computable strategies which are best responses to a given profile of strategies
and perturbations. Formally we let V X~i E S-i, V P- i and V € > 0

Bi(X~i' P- i , €) =argmax
{(1 - €t-lIIi(Xi, X~i) + ...
x,ES,
(1 - €)n-I-k€k [

L

PI(xt)· ,Pk(Xk)IIi(Xi, Xl,'" Xk, xZ+l''''

(Xl, .. ,Xk)ES1X·'XSk

L

Pn-k-I(Xn-k-t)· ·Pn(xn)IIi(xi, x7, ..,

X~) + ...

X~-k-2' Xn-k-l, .. , xn)] + ...

(2)

(Xn-k-l ,.. ,xn)ESn-k-l x "xSn

,n-I

x_~_,PI (xd ... P'-I (x,-dPi+1 (X'+l) ... Pn(xn)II,(xi, X-i) }

where each of the terms within square brackets is the addition of the (n -1)! / [( n - k 
l)!k!] terms which represent all possible combinations of n- k -1 strategies xi, and k
strategies Xi in the perturbations. Moreover, (2) contains n - 2 such square-bracketed
terms, obtained as k varies from 1 to n

2.

Intuitively, an (€, n) Computable Trembling Hand Equilibrium (with n

(n l ,... ,
nn)) is a vector of computable strategies and an array of perturbations, each with
support at least nil such that the given strategies are a best response to each other
given the perturbations. Formally, we state
DEFINITION

11: An (€, n) Computable Trembling Hand Equilibrium (abbreviated

(€, n)-CTHE) is a 2n-tuple {x:" Pt}i=l with x:

E

Si and Pt

E' Pi (n i )

such that for
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all i
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= 1, ... , n

The set of equilibrium 2n-tuples for a given pair (c, 'R) will be denoted by E(c, 'R),
and the set of corresponding equilibrium long-run payoff vectors will be denoted by
llE(c, 'R).
The next Definition is simply the limit of the perturbed equilibrium of Definition
11 as c vanishes.
DEFINITION 12:

A 'R-CTHE is the limit of any sequence ofllE(c, 'R) as c vanishes.

The set of'R-CTHE is denoted by llE('R).
Our main result below selects the cooperative payoff vector as the only pos
sible equilibrium outcome, provided that the perturbations have sufficiently large
support.

As in A-S, there are three features of our model that are crucial for

our results: computable supergame strategies, computable perturbations, and suf
ficiently large support. In our view there are two possible interpretations of our
equilibrium concept: meta-players choosing machines to implement their strategies
(Rubinstein 1986, Abreu and Rubinstein 1988, among others) and a process of learn
ing/evolution on populations of machines (Binmore and Samuelson 1992, Anderlini
and Sabourian 1997). In A-S, we discuss in detail the two different interpretations of
our equilibrium concept and how each of the three features of our model should be
understood within the two different interpretations of our equilibrium concept.
A serious drawback of the meta-players interpretation of our results is that it may
be impossible for a computing device of the class considered to choose an optimal
machine. In other words, the task of choosing an optimal Turing machine may not
be computable. For this reason and because of the lack of realism of the meta
players interpretation, we prefer to interpret our equilibria as steady states of an
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learning/evolutionary process on populations of machines23 • In particular, we simply
assume that Trembling Hand Perfect equilibria are the limit points of some interesting
evol utionary dynamics. 24
5.

OPTIMALITY AND EXISTENCE OF EQUILIBRIA

We are now ready to present the main formal result of the paper. It states that in
the limit as the noise vanishes all Computable Trembling Hand Equilibria of an infi
nitely repeated n-player Common Interest game with no discounting are cooperative,
provided that the perturbations have 'sufficiently large' support.
So far we have not imposed any requirement that the support of our perturbations
be large, or even non-degenerate. From the intuition given in Section 1.2 it is clear,
however, that some large support assumption is necessary to produce cooperation in
the long-run. The 'lower bound' on the support of the trembles in Theorem 1 below
has a simple intuitive interpretation. As a function of the 'parameters' of the model
(the exact 'shape' and the 'intensity' of the perturbations), the 'revealing' strategies
informally described in Section 1.2 may change. We then need to ensure that the rel
evant revealing strategies are always given positive probability by the perturbations.
We achieve this by stipulating that the support of the perturbations should contain
all possible (for all 'parameter configurations' that is) revealing strategies in the first
place.
The formal statement of the Theorem includes both existence and optimality of
equilibria.
THEOREM

1: There exists a 'sufficiently large' set of n-tuples of machines R such

that the set of R-Computable Trembling Hand Equilibria of an infinitely Repeated
231n Anderlini and Sabourian (1997), we study explicitly a learning/evolutionary system, with an
algorithmic initial distribution and algorithmic dynamics. The dynamics shape the distribution of
algorithmic learning rules which play an action in a one-shot normal form game as a function of
(some statistic of) the past history of play. Under some conditions we find that the system converges
globally to a Nash equilibrium of the underlying game.
24See the two recent surveys by Kandori (1997) and Marimon (1997) on evolution and learning.
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Common Interest game with no discounting is not empty and all equilibria are coop
erative. Formally, :3 R = (Rb ..,Rn) such that
E(€, R)

:f: 0 'v' € E [0,1J

and

We conclude this Section with an observation.
REMARK

1: Recall that, in our definition of equilibrium, the sets Ri are 'lower

bounds' on the support of the perturbations. It follows that whenever Ri

~ R~

for all i = 1, ... , n, we must have l1 E (R') ~ l1 E (R). Therefore Theorem 1 implies
that all Computable Trembling Hand Equilibria with perturbations having supports
larger than the sets

~

of Theorem 1 are cooperative.
6.

PROOF OF THEOREM

1

The proof of Theorem 1 can be divided into three separate arguments. The first is
the formalization of the intuitive argument presented in Section 1.2; we call this the
Communication Lemma (Lemma 3 below). The second part of the argument shows
that, assuming the equilibrium set is not empty, since the stage game is a Common
Interest game, the Communication Lemma implies that all equilibrium payoffs are in
fact cooperative. We present this argument in Section 6.2 below. The last part of the
argument shows that the equilibrium set is not empty. This is presented as Lemma 8
in Section 6.3 below. Theorem 1 is then an immediate consequence of Lemma 7 and
lemma 8 below.
In the arguments which follow and in the Appendix, we make use of a technique
accepted as standard in this area of mathematics known as proof by Church's thesis:
it is assumed that whenever a 'clear procedure' exists for computing a function then
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it follows that such function is computable by a Turing machine. 25
6.1.

A Lemma on Communication

We start by showing that for each player i

1, ... , n it is possible to construct

a computable function which will take as inputs two arbitrary Turing machines Xi
and Yi, the 'parameters' (the 'basis' as in Definition 10) of a profile of admissible
distributions P = (Pl , .. , Pn ), a level of precision parameter k E
ht E

IN',

IN',

and a history

with the following properties.

First, for each i, compute a number ti so that the probability of the 'tail' of
-F,

-

Q;



(recall that Qi' == Qi n supp(Pi )) after the first ti elements have been taken out ~s
small relative to the probability of Xi. Secondly, if ht has t ;::: ti
VI

= 0 and Vi = i

of the computation is an action

t=

Vi

Vi -

where

- 1 + Lj<i tj for all i

is the cooperative action a~. Thirdly,
the (t -

+ Vi + 1,

ai

= 2, ... , n, the output of the computation
if h t has Vi + 1 ~ t < ti + Vi + 1, the output

E ~ which is different from the action taken by

1)-th strategy in the 'enumeration' of

Q;i given h

then the output of the computation is an action in

~

the action taken by machine Yi given ht . Fifthly, if h t has t

t.

Fourthly, if ht has

which is different from

< Vi, the output of the

computation is the same as the output of Yi given the input h t . For the sake of clarity,
we present this part of the argument as two separate Lemmas.
LEMMA

1; There exists a computable function di from

IN'5

to

IN'

such that for all

(XilPil qil mi, k) E IN'5, whenever (pi, qi, mi) is a basis (as in Definition 10) for an admis
sible probability distribution Pi E Pi, and Pi(Xi)
where

Ii

> 0 we have di(Xi, Pi, Qi, mi, k)

= ti,

satisfies

(3)
Lemma 1 is identical to Lemma 1 in A-S. The reader should refer to A-S for the
proof. Here we only notice that the left-hand side of the above inequality is the
25Thorough discussions of this way of proceeding are in, for instance, Cutland (1980) or Rogers
(1967).
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probability of Xi according to Pi E Pi, multiplied by a 'small number' 1/ k. Therefore
k is our 'degree of precision' parameter which quantifies how small the probability of

the tail must be relative to the probability of Xi. The first term on the right-hand side
of the inequality is the probability assigned by Pi E Pi to the set

Q;'.

The second

term on the right-hand side of the inequality is the sum of the probabilities of the
-

-Pc

first ti terms of the set Qi' as enumerated by mi. Therefore the right-hand side of
the inequality is the probability of the tail of

Q;i after the first ii elements have been

taken out.
LEMMA 2: For each player i, there exists a computable function gi from 1N4n +3 to
1N such thatV(x,p,q,m)

= {Xi,Pi,qi,mi}?=1

E

1N4n andV(Yi,k,ht ) E 1N 3 , whenever

it is the case that for all i (Pi, qi, mi) forms a basis for an admissible probability
distribution

Pt.

E Pi, Pi(Xi)

> 0, and Yi

E SiB, we have

+ Vi + 1
< t ~ ii + Vi

A
ai E A s.t. ai =1= al,ai =1= <P<pm,(t-vi-I)(ht)
ai E A s. t. ai =1= al, ai =1= <PYi (h t )

if h t has t ~ ii

<PYi (h t )

if h t has t

a~ E

where ii is as in Lemma 1,

VI

= 0 and Vi

over, for any (x,Yi,p,q,m,k) E 1N

4n

+2,

= i-I

if ht has Vi

if h t has t = Vi

+ L:j<i ii

(4)

< Vi

for i = 2, ... , n. More

either gi(X,Yi,p,q,m,k,ht )

t for

all h t or

gi(X, Yi,P, q, m, k, h t ) .j.. for all h t .

PROOF:

See Appendix.

Before proceeding further note that, since mi enumerates the set

Q;i, the term

<P<pmi(t-vi-1)(h t ) in the right-hand side of (4) is precisely the output of the (t

strategy in the enumeration of

vi)-th

Q;i on input ht . The computation performed by

gi

formalizes the simulation step intuitively described in Section 1.2.
Consider a Turing machine which computes the function "gi of Lemma 2. To
clarify our next step, suppose that player i were allowed to use a Turing machine
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computing 9i as his 'strategy' in the repeated game. Then, if for every i the inputs
(Pi, qi, mi) happened to be the basis of the actual perturbation Pi of Goo, and the

input

Xi

happened to be exactly the G6del number of such strategy, as k becomes

large, the hypothetical strategy 9i mimics the behaviour of Yi up to (and including)
period

Vi-

In period

Vi

+ 1 it then reveals itself to be different from strategy26 Yi, and

then proceeds to reveal itself (given Pi) as belonging to Qi with a higher and higher
degree of precision by time ti + Vi + 1. Since 9i by construction implies that the action
a~ will be played after

ti + Vi + 1, the definition of quasi-cooperative strategies Qi then

implies that player i would have revealed his cooperative intentions to an arbitrarily
high degree of precision by period Ii =

ti

+

Vi

+ 2.

However, to go from 9i to an actual strategy in Si (the set of allowable Turing
machines for i in the repeated game) which reveals its cooperative intentions to an
arbitrary degree of precision for a given P E 'P, we face the following two difficulties
(these difficulties appear also in A-S).
First of all, the function 9i of Lemma 2 takes as input not only a history of play
ht, but also a {4n+2)-tuple (x'Yi,p,q,m,k). Computable strategies in Si, only take

h t as an input. We solve this problem by invoking a 'parameterization' result known

in the computability literature as the s-m-n Theorem (Theorem A.l). In essence,
the s-m-n Theorem guarantees that, for each set of fixed values of the inputs of 9i
other than ht, it is possible to find (computably), a computable function which takes
only h t as input, and which gives the same output as 9i.
The second problem, which we anticipated in Section 1.2, is that the play yielded
by 9i in Lemma 2 will manage to signal effectively a player's cooperative intentions
only if the value of

Xi

happens to be precisely the G6del number of the strategy

defined by 9i itself. This potential circularity is avoided appealing to a pseudo-fixed
point result (Theorem A.6)' which is a Corollary of the Recursion Theorem. 27
26Later on, in the proof of the optimality result, the arbitrary strategy Yi will be set equal to
the equilibrium strategy for i. This ensures that our signalling machines reveal themselves to be
different from the equilibrium strategies as well as revealing their cooperative intentions within the
perturbation.
27 See, for instance, Cutland (1980) Theorem 11.1.1.
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The Communication Lemma 3 below states that, provided that for all i,

Yi E

SiH and ~ E ~ 00 is admissible in the sense of Definition 9 and that its support is
'sufficiently large" then for each i there exist a machine
the behaviour of Yi up to (and including) period
be different from

Yi,

for the next

Vi -

xi E supp(~)

1, at period

Vi

which mimics

it reveals itself to

ti periods it takes actions to reveal its cooperative

intentions up to any arbitrary degree of precision (~ depends on the precision level)
and thereafter it plays the cooperative action. The proof of Lemma 3 involves taking
the function gi of Lemma 2 and from it obtaining a revealing strategy, resolving the
two difficulties above in the way we have outlined. This yields a revealing strategy, for
each possible profile of admissible distributions P, for each arbitrary machine

Yi

and

for each possible degree of precision k. The argument is then concluded by setting the
'minimum support' equal to the set of all possible (for all parameter configurations)
revealing strategies.
Given that the essence of Lemma 3 below is that players can signal through the
early stages of play their intention to play cooperatively in the long-run, it is useful
to establish some notation on probability distributions over computable strategies
updated on the basis of a given history of play.
DEFINITION

13: Given a probability distribution

~ E ~oo,

the symbol Pilh t E

~oo

stands for the distribution P;, updated on the basis of history ht using Bayes' rule.
The elements of Pilh t are denoted by P;'(xilh t ). The probability which Pilh t assigns
to a subset, say W, of IN is denoted by P;,(Wlh t ).
We are now ready to state formally the main Lemma on which the proof of The
orem 1 revolves.

('R I , ... , 'Rn)
satisfying'Ri C Si such that, for any P = (PI, ... , Pn ) satisfying ~ E Pd'Ri ) for
all i, for all Y = (YI, ... , Yn) E INn, and for all c E IN, there exists a corresponding
array of machines (xt, ... ,X~_l) and an array of time periods (tl' ... ,tn-d such that,
LEMMA 3 [Communication Lemma]:

There exists an array of sets 'R
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Vi,j ::; n - 1 (by convention set to

= -1 so that t i - I + 1 = 0 when i = 1)

i<j
In other words,

xi simulates Yi

up to and including period t i -

I,

at period ti-I + 1 it

reveals itself to be different from machine Yi, it then reveals its cooperative intentions
with a degree of precision c/(c+ 1) by time ti, and finally at period ti and thereafter
it plays cooperatively.28

PROOF:

See Appendix.

We conclude this Section with the observation that the sets Ri of the statement
of the Communication Lemma have a clear intuitive interpretation. 29 Each Ri is the
set of all possible signalling strategies for player i, for all possible arrays of admissible
probability distributions, for any machine Yi and for all possible values of the degree
of precision parameter k. The set Ri also contains some non-halting Turing machines.
Intuitively, these correspond to the configurations of parameters (p, q, m) which do
not form the basis of any array of admissible probability distributions or to a machine
Yi which does not always halt. Finally, notice that since all halting Turing machines

in Ri eventually cooperate forever we have that Ri

n Sf

~

ci .

28Note that xj and ti depend on (yr, ... , Yn) and c (in fact, in the argument which follows ti
depends only on c). We suppress this from the notation whenever there is no risk of ambiguity.
29See also (A.I5) in the proof of the Communication Lemma in which the sets 'Ri are defined.
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6.2.

Optimality

In this Section we show that, provided that the equilibrium set IJE(R) is not empty,
the Communication Lemma (Lemma 3) is enough to ensure that the equilibrium set
consists only of the efficient payoff vector

7r e .

The intuition behind the proof is the

same as the backwards induction argument applied to the set of all players described
informally in section 1.2.
Some extra notation is needed. Given any 2n-tuple

(€, R)

eTHE, for each i let

{xi, ~E}f=l'

constituting an

P: be the 'overall' probability distribution obtained

from the combination (weight 1 - €) of the degenerate distribution placing probability
one on

xi

and the actual perturbation (weight €). Thus

(5)

Let any n-tuple of computable (halting) strategies x = (Xl," . ,xn ) E SH and any
history of length t, ht E tit, be given. We can then define recursively the outcome
path generated by x, given ht, as follows. Let at(xlht ) = (i.pxl(h t ), .•• ,i.pxn(ht )), and
at+! (xlh t ) = (i.pxl (ht, at(xlht ))' ... , i.pxn (ht, at(xlht ))). Continuing by forward recursion
in this way, we can clearly define the continuation of h t generated by

X

at any tf > t.

We denote this byat,(xlht).
The history of length tf > t generated by X E SH, given htJ can be defined as
ht, (xlh t ) = (ht, at(xlht ), . .. ,at' (xlh t )). The infinite history generated by x E SH,
given ht can also be defined in the obvious way and will be denoted by hoo(xlht ).
Given any infinite outcome path hOOl let at (h oo ) denote the n-tuple of actions which
the players take at t in hoo . The long-run pay-off to player i along hoo is denoted by
ITi(hoo) and is given by liminfT-too ~ ET;i}7ri(at(hoo))'
The expected long-run pay-off to player i at period t, given overall probabilities30
30 See

(5) above.
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over machines Pi and P -i and given a history ht is denoted by3I £i(Pi , P -i, h t ). Thus
2:xEsH
{

REMARK

P(x) IIi(hoo(xlht )) ~f ht

2:xES

P(x) IIi (x)

¢
If ht = ¢
=1=

(6)

2: Notice that in (6), if h t is not empty the expectation is taken over SH.

This is because if the perturbations are admissible, the posterior probabilities attach
positive weights only to machines that always halt and therefore we can ignore the
payoff associated with machine profiles x ~ SH.
REMARK

3: Note that with some abuse of notation in what follows we may write

one or more machines

Xj

as arguments of £i. In this case it is understood that we

mean the 'degenerate' distribution assigning probability one to such machine(s).
Before continuing any further, we now need to define formally two properties of
histories and associated profiles of machines.
DEFINITION

14: A machine Xi for player i is said to be consistent with a given finite

history ht

(ao •... , at-I) if and only if 'Px,(0)

= aiD,

and for all r

= 0,1, ...• t -

2

we have that 'PXi (ao •... , a r ) = air+ 1· In other words, Xi is consistent wi th ht if player
i's component of history ht could possibly have been generated by machine Xi.
Given a profile of machines

x n ), two finite histories ht and ht' with
f > t are said to be consecutive histories given X if and only if the following two
conditions hold. (a) For every i

X

=

(Xl!""

= 1, ... ,n, ht, is consistent with Xi

as defined above,

and (b) for some finite history ht'-t of length t' - t we have that ht, = (ht, ht'-t).
In other words, two histories are consecutive given X if and only if they are both

consistent with

X

and they are a continuation of each other.

Given a profile of machines X and k distinct finite histories, these histories are said
to be consecutive given x if and only they can be ordered into k -1 pairs of histories
which are consecutive given x according to the definition above.
31 Notice that the distinction between 'continuation' pay-offs and pay-offs conditional on a partic
ular finite history of play is immaterial since we assume that players do not discount the future, and
long-run pay-offs are ranked using the 'limit of the mean' criterion.
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To ease the exposition, we have divided the rest of the argument into four separate
Lemmas. The first Lemma tells us that the signaling strategies of the Communication
Lemma yield a set of consecutive histories along which the signaling strategies 'take
turns' to reveal their cooperative intentions, up to any arbitrary degree of precision.
:\tloreover, before a particular player starts his signaling phase, the signaling strategy
is consistent with the history generated by the equilibrium machines.

4: Consider any (€, R)-CTHE with R = (R Il ... , Rn) where, for each i, Ri
is the set defined by (A.15) in the Proof of the Communication Lemma. Let the
2n-tuple constituting32 such equilibrium be {Xll pni::::l' For each i, let also J'Y; be the
'overall' probability distribution as defined in (5).
LEMMA

Then, for all c E IN there exist a set of signalling machines
x~,!

i= xi

for all i

= 1, ... n -

x~'!, ... , X~':l

I, and a set of histories h~~;., ... ,h~~;. with t~,E
1

,,-1

with

< ... <

t~':l which are consecutive given

(Xl"'" X~_I' x~), and which occur with positive
probability, such that the following conditions hold.
For all i = 1, ... , n - 1, and for all j

~

i

(7)
For all i = 1, ... , n - 1 and for any h t with t

~ t~,€

which occurs with positive

probability,

J'Y;(Cilht ) > ~1
c+
And finally, for all i = 1, ... , n - 1 and for any h t with t

(8)
~ tf'!,

(9)

32Recall that according to Assumption 2 (dominance), for each i, all machines in Sf are dominated
by some machine in Sf. It follows that it must be that all equilibrium machines are in fact halting
machines so that xi E Sf for all i
1, ... ,n.
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PROOF:

See Appendix.

Our next Lemma asserts that, once all players up to and including n - 1 have
revealed their cooperative intentions, the expected payoff obtained by the equilibrium
strategy for player n must be (approximately) the cooperative one.
LEMMA 5:

Let any (€, 'R)-CTHE be given as in Lemma 4. Let t~:l and h~~~. also be
n-I

as in Lemma 4. Then

·

11m "n X n ,
c-+oo

PROOF:

C'

(

E

-=tip
-n

IhC,E
te,.

n-I

hC,E) -_

' t e,.

n-I

e
1rn

See Appendix.

Our next Lemma formalizes the fact that we can carry out our revelation ar
gument 'by induction on the set of players'. More precisely, Lemma 6 below asserts
that, along the consecutive histories generated by the signaling machine yielded by the
Communication Lemma, if the equilibrium strategy for player i

+ 1 achieves

(approx

imately) the cooperative payoff (conditional on h~~~.), then the payoff achieved by the

•

equilibrium strategy for player i (conditional on h~~~. ) must also be (approximately)
i-I

the cooperative one.
LEMMA

6: Consider any sequence of (€, 'R)-CTHE with € -+ 0 such that for each i,

'Ri is the set yielded by the Communication Lemma. Let the 2n-tuple constituting
such equilibria for each given

€

be given by {Xl,Pt}i=l' For each given

€

and each

given c let P~, h~~~.,
, t~,E and X~,E be the overall probabilities over machines, consecutive
histories, dates and signalling machines yielded by Lemma 4. Then, for all i < n
·

(E

11m "H1 X i +l'
c-+oo, f-+O
C'

-=tip
-(H1)

IhC,E
hC,E)
e
t C,., tC,. = 1rHl
,
,

(10)

implies that

·

E ~P-i Ihc,E
t e ,. 1 hC,E)
t e ,. =
i-I
i-I

11m "i Xi'
c-+oo,e-+O
C' (

e

1ri

(11)
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PROOF:
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See Appendix

We can now use Lemmas 5 and 6, by backwards induction on the set of players.
Our next Lemma is a direct result of this operation, and it finally closes the proof of
the optimality result.
LEMMA

7: Let 'R

Then rrE('R)

PROOF:

('RI' ... , 'Rn) be as in (A.15) of the Communication Lemma.

e
7r .

See Appendix.
6.3.

Existence

The argument which shows that rrE('R) is not empty is constructive. Recall that
the strategies in 'Ri of the Communication Lemma are all either cooperative or non
halting. Recall also that by Assumption 2 any halting strategy is a best response
to any strategy profile which contains one or more non-halting strategies. Therefore,
since the underlying game is a Common Interest game, all halting strategies in 'Ri
are a best response to all strategies in 'R- i . It follows that we can construct an
equilibrium in which only strategies in ('Rl' .., 'Rn) are given positive probability.
LEMMA

8: Let'R

= ('Rb .. , 'Rn)

be as in (A.15) of the proof of the Communication

Lemma. Then rrE(f, 'R) =J:. 0 for any f with 0::; f ::; 1.
The proof of Lemma 8 is identical to the existence result (Lemma 7) in A-S. The
reader should refer to A-S for the proof.
7.

Two-ACTION

GAMES

In Assumption 1 we stipulated that G should have at least three pure strategies for
each player. In the arguments we have used to prove Theorem 1, we appealed to
this property only in the proof of Lemma 2, which in turn we used to prove the
Communication Lemma 3. We now explain why Theorem 1, as in A-S does not
depend on the stage game G having this property.
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Let us go back to the intuition for the Communication Lemma provided in Section
1.2. Consider again Definition 7 of a quasi-cooperative strategy. In our arguments so
far, we have put on the horizontal axis of Figure 2 the set Qi

the set of strategies

which do not have the property that if they play ai at anyone time they are guaranteed
to play ai forever after. It follows that our revealing strategies

xi

of Lemma 3 must

have the property, besides being capable of 'revelation' of course, that if they ever
play

ai

then they will be guaranteed to play

ai forever after that date.

Suppose now that G only allows player i exactly two distinct pure strategies 

ai and a~.

Then it is possible that in order to reveal player i's cooperative intentions

in the long-run, strategy

xi

has to distinguish itself from a strategy which plays

well before the end of the signalling phase at time ti + Vi + 1. Strategy

xi

~~

can only

distinguish itself from such strategy by actually playing the cooperative action ai,

A is precisely two. The problem with two actions is now
xi is supposed to play ai only at and after ti + Vi + 1, but

since the cardinality of
obvious since strategy

signalling may require it to play ai earlier, during the signalling phase.
The problem we have outlined can be resolved by changing what is put on the
horizontal axis of Figure 2 - by changing Definition 7 of quasi-cooperative and non
quasi-cooperative computable strategies in Qi and Qi' For example, we could, as
in A-S, construct our signalling strategies

xi

so that they signal only 'every other

period'; say only when t is an odd number. In all even numbered periods we ensure
that an action

a~ =1=

ai

is played. The end of the signalling phase can now easily be

'marked' by the fact that xi will play ai twice in a row, at ti+vi+1 and ti+Vi+2. This
by construction cannot happen during the signalling phase, and therefore is enough
to signal to the opposing player that cooperative behaviour from the part of

xi

has

begun.
To conclude, we need to specify exactly what set should be put on the horizontal
axis of Figure 2. This is implicit in the construction for

xi

we have just outlined.

We need to place on the horizontal axis of Figure 2 the set of machines which do not
have the property that if they play ai twice in a row then they are guaranteed to play
the cooperative action

ai

in all subsequent periods. Formally, we need to give a new
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definition to the set Qi as follows.

af and t > t => ifix; (ht')
f

,,1.=

af 'V ht'

E Bt' }

As in A-S, the results of this paper this paper still hold for the the two action
case if we adopt this new definition of the set Qi and if the players signal 'every other
period' as described above (and more fully in A-S). The formal statement of the result
and the proofs are omitted for the sake of brevity.33
8.

CORRELATED TYPES

Throughout our analysis so far we have assumed that the players' computable su
pergame strategies are perturbed in a way which is independent across players. The
probability of a given n-tuple of Turing machines X, given the profile of perturbations

P is simply given by Pl (xd '" Pn(x n).
It is clearly possible to imagine that the perturbations of players's strategies be

correlated across players. In this case the probability of a given n-tuple of machines X,
would have to be written as P(x) where P is not an array of probability distributions
but an actual probability distribution over S.
In this Section we argue that correlation across players' types as described above
will, in general, destroy the equilibrium selection result (Theorem 1) we have proved
above. For reasons of space, we argue this point informally rather than setting up all
the extra notation and other preliminaries required.
It is enough to consider a 3 player Common Interest game to bring out the point
dearly. Imagine now a perturbation of players' strategies P(·, " .) as follows. Besides
obeying the appropriate analogue of our assumption of admissibility above (cf. Def
inition 9), P has the property that (almost) all its probability mass is concentrated
331n Anderlini and Sabourian (1990) the assumption that G should have three actions for both
players is never made. The version of the Communication Lemma, which is proved for the 2-player
case in that paper uses precisely the signalling 'every other period' construction which we have just
outlined. Therefore, the arguments in that paper can be adapted to prove oilr results for the n-player
case.
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on triples of machines which contain one cooperative machine (for either player 1 or
2 or 3), and two non-cooperative machines (for the other players) - machines which
play some strategy which does not lead to the efficient payoff regardless of the history
of play.
Let us now follow our signalling construction described informally in Section 1.2
above in this new case. Imagine that we try to select the efficient outcome by having
players 1 and 2 signalling their cooperative intention in this sequence, and finally
player 3 responding to their signals.
In the early stages of play, player 1 is taking a sequence of actions designed to signal
that he (player 1) is playing a cooperative strategy with high probability. However,
due to the correlation across players' types described above, this also signals that
player 2 is in fact playing a non-cooperative strategy (since with high probability at
most one player is cooperative).

When it comes to player 2 to start to signal his cooperative intentions, due to the
signalling by player 1 before him, the posterior probability that player 2 is playing a
non-cooperative strategy will be very high. More crucially though, as player 2 signals
his cooperative intentions, he will undo the effect of player 1's signalling. In particular,
due to correlation, as the posterior probability of player 2 playing cooperatively grows,
the posterior probability that player 1 will play cooperatively declines. Clearly, we
may never reach the point at which player 3 is sufficiently convinced that both players
1 and 2 will play cooperatively in the future. This (for some Common Interest games)
is essential for player 3 to find it profitable to switch to playing cooperatively.
Thus, the signalling argument we developed for the un-correlated case does not
work any longer in the case of correlated types. Observe, however, that this will
be the case for some types of correlations across players types but not for others.
For instance if the perturbation P(·,·,·) places (almost) all the probability mass on
triples of machines which contain 2 cooperative strategies,· correlation will 'help' to
select cooperation as the unique equilibrium outcome in the model we have developed
above.
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9.

A
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COUNTABLE INFINITY OF PLAYERS

9.1.

Backwards Induction?

In this Section we show that the equilibrium selection result we have proved above
does not extend to the case of a countable infinity of players. Thus, since Theorem 1
holds for any finite number of players n, our results below can be viewed as identifying
a discontinuity at infinity. The 'backwards induction' argument described intuitively
in Section 1.2 no longer applies when there are a countable infinity of players.
One way to think intuitively about the results of this Section is the following. The
signalling possibility on which the proof of Theorem 1 rests involves n - 1 players
signalling sequentially their intention to play cooperatively in the future. Each player
takes at least one period to signal his cooperative intentions. It is then clear that
if there are a countable infinity of players, there is 'not enough time' to complete
the signalling phase which sustains the equilibrium selection result in the case of any
finite number n of players. The logic of backwards induction breaks down in this
case.
The intuition we have just given turns out to be correct. The rest of this Section
is devoted to showing this rigorously.
9.2.

Preliminaries

The logic which drives the 'counter-example' to Theorem 1 in the case of a countable
infinity of players which we present below is very general as will become clear shortly.
However, to fix ideas it is useful to focus on one particular stage game. Consider
the following 'unanimity' Common Interest game with a countable infinity of players.
Each player can either cooperate (choose C) or defect (choose D). The game is
symmetric and the payoffs to each player are represented in Figure 3 below. So, for
instance, if player i plays C and all other players also play C, then i gets a payoff of
a:. If, on the other hand, i plays C and one or more other players play D, then i gets
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a payoff of '"Y, and so on.
All Others Play C

Some Others Play D

C

a

'"Y

D

6

/3
Figure 3

We assume that a > 6,

/3 > '"Y and a > /3, so that the game has only two

(strict) pure

strategy Nash equilibria, which are Pareto-ranked. These are 'all play C' yielding a
payoff of a to all players, and 'all play D' yielding a payoff of /3 to all players. For
the rest of this Section our interest is focussed on the infinite undiscounted repetition
of the stage game in Figure 3.
The next preliminary issue of which we have to take care is the following. In
the model which we developed in the previous sections, when there are finitely many
players, it is quite obvious how a computable supergame strategy should be defined

(cf. Definition 3). This is because any history of play of finite length is a finite object
in a well defined sense. Therefore it can be coded in an appropriate way and then
given as input to the Thring machine which embodies the given computable strategy.
In the case of infinitely many players, matters are not so simple anymore. A history
of play of finite length is an infinite object in a well defined sense. In the case of a
countable infinity of players, histories of play of finite length cannot be coded into
the natural numbers.
There are many ways to resolve this issue. For instance, we could postulate that
each player is given as input some 'statistic' of the past history of play which can be
coded into IN. Alternatively, we could assume that the players can use a particular
specification of Turing machines known as 'two-tape' Thring machines. 34 In this
case the entire history of finite length could be placed on the 'read-only' tape of the
machine, thus giving it potential access to the entire history. Each machine would in
34Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) contains a full discussion of the operations of Turing machines with
multiple tapes. For reasons of space we do not go into any further details here.
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fact 'scan' only a finite portion of such history in any case.
Several other possibilities exist. However, they each involve a 'choice of model'
which we want to avoid. Therefore, we present or results of this Section in a general
framework which is capable of containing as a special case all possible modelling
choices which can be made at this stage of which we are aware. The results of this
Section are extremely robust from this point of view.
For each player i = 1,2, ... let

Si

be the set of i's supergame strategies 35 in the

infinite undiscounted repetition of the stage game described in Figure 3. Let
the 'augmented supergame strategy set' for i, derived from
element of Si of Si' let

Si

H

Si

SiH

as follows. For each

contain a countable infinity of elements

Sil, Si2, •••

which

have distinct 'names' but which represent the same supergame strategy.36 Thus
and

Sim

be

represent the same supergame strategy for all i, j and m. Next, let

Sp

Sij

be a

set containing a countable infinity of 'non-halting' supergame strategies,37 and let

Si

be the union of SiH and

SiH •
Notice that each set Si contains both computable and non-computable strategies.

Our results of this Section hold both for the case in which players are not restricted
at all in their choice of supergame strategy in

S,

and when they are restricted to an

arbitrary sub-set of Si, provided that this set contains at least some non-cooperative
strategies. This motivates our next assumption. 38
35For reasons of space, we do not re-define here all the standard pieces of notation concerning the
repeated game at hand. They are the same as in Section 2, except for the notation used for repeated
game strategies.
36We introduce these 'copies' of each strategy purely to ensure the formal consistency of the
general model we develop here with the Turing computability framework we have used so far. Recall
that for each computable function there is a count ably infinity of Turing machines which compute
the given function. Thus in each Si described in Definition 4 there is a countable infinity of Turing
machines computing the same computable supergame strategy.
37The reason we introduce non-halting supergame strategies is, again, purely to ensure the formal
consistency of the general model we develop here with the Turing computability framework we have
used so far. The non-halting supergame strategies introduced here should be thought of in exactly
the same way as the non-halting supergame strategies which we introduced in Definition 4 above for
the model with a finite number of players. These are supergame strategies computed by a Turing
machine which does not halt on any input.
38Notice that our notation for strategy sets in this section is the same as the one we used in the
model that we developed and analyzed in the previous sections. We do this to help the exposition,
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ASSUMPTION

3: Each player i

1,2, ... is restricted to choose a supergame strategy

in a set Si ~ Si' Each Si is assumed to be a (weak) subset of Si such that
(12)
We denote by SiH

= Si n SH

= Si n SH

the sets of halting and non-halting
00 SH
SH
strategies in Si respectively. Finally, we let S H
X i ' SH -= 00
X
i ' an d S
and SH

i=l

i=l

In what follows we assume that the supergame payoffs to each player are defined
for any profile of strategies in S. We assume that both the dominance and the best
response parts of Assumption 2 hold for our model with a countable infinity of players.
We do not repeat the formal details here. Simply recall that we are assuming that
all non-halting strategies are dominated by halting strategies, and that any halting
strategy is a best response to any strategy profile which contains one or more non
halting strategies.

In our analysis of the previous sections we have restricted attention to perturba
tions which are admissible according to Definition 9. Our results below hold regard
less of any restriction imposed on the set of perturbations which are allowed. This
motivates the next assumption we make.
ASSUMPTION

4: For each i

measures on Si.

39

1,2, ..., let

iii

be the set of all possible probability

For every i, let .6.i be the set of probability distributions wich

are allowed for player i. We call this the set of 'admissible' probability distributions
for player

i.40

for player i. The set .6.i is only assumed to be (weakly) contained in

as the strategy sets (and their subsets) which we use in this section are the analogues of the ones in
our previous model. Of course, formally we are actually defining new strategy sets for the players.
39We are implicitly assuming that 6. i is not empty for every i, and that all measures in 6. t are
such that each player's expected payoffs are well defined. The details are irrelevant to our results
below.
40Notice that, once again, we are using the same terminology as for our model of the previous
sections. This is simply to ease the exposition since the set of admissible distributions defined here
is the analogue of the set of admissible distribution in our previous model. Of course, formally the
two definitions are distinct.
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Li i .

The perturbation of each player's supergame strategy, from now on is assumed

to be an element Pi of Ll i . Given a set 'Ri
distributions for player i which satisfy 'Ri ~

~

Si, the set of admissible probability
supp(Pi ) is denoted by Pi('Ri ).41

Our last preliminary task is to modify the concepts of (E, 'R)-CTHE and of'R
CTHE to suit the model we have developed in this Section. The modified strategy
sets and sets of admissible perturbations do not present a problem. On the other
hand handling a countable infinity of independent 42 probability distributions does
require some special care.
The probability assigned to the perturbation of each player's strategy,

Si,

will be

denoted by Ei E (0,1). Notice that in the case of a countable infinity of players it
is essential that this probability be allowed to depend on the identity of the player.
This is because we will require that the sequence El, E2, ... be such that
= 1 - E with E a real number strictly between 0 and 1.

43

n~l (1

- Ei)

Notice that 1 - E therefore

represents the probability of the event 'all players play their equilibrium strategy'.
To summarize, if we denote by

P/

si

the equilibrium strategy of each player i and by

its perturbation, the 'overall' probability distribution on player i's strategies (the

equivalent of (5) for the case of infinitely many players) is given by

(13)
Given an infinite array of probability distributions as in Assumption 4, the strat
egy sets of Assumption 3 and a sequence

{Ei}~l'

it is clear how (2) can be mod

ified to represent the set of strategies in Si which are a best response for i to the
41 In what follows we will assume that the sets ~i and Ri are chosen in a mutually consistent way
in the sense that Pi(Ri ) :f. 0.
42 As we have pointed out in Section 8 above, correlation across players' types may, by itself,
destroy our selection result (Theorem 1) above. The intuition about this point which we developed
in Section 8 generalizes to the case of a countable infinity of players. Therefore, since our results of
this Section show that the cooperative outcome cannot be selected as the unique viable one, using
independent perturbations across players strengthens our results.
43Notice that (given that each €i > 0) this will be the case if and only if E:1 € i = E with E a
number strictly between 0 and 1.
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strategy profile

S-i

and the perturbations P- i , given {€J~l' We denote this set by

Bi(s-i, P- i , {€i}~l)'
We are now ready to state our new definition of (€, 'R)-CTHE for the model with
a countable infinity of players.
DEFINITION

15: An (€, 'R)-CTHE for the model with an countable infinity of players

is an array {si, Pt, €i}~l with TI~l (1 - €i) = 1 that for all i

€,

s~ E

Si and PiE E Pi('Rd such

1,2 ...

The set IIE('R) of equilibrium arrays for a given pair (€, 'R) is denoted by E(€, 'R),
and the set of corresponding equilibrium long-run payoff vectors by IIE(€, 'R).
The set of'R-CTHE is the limit of the set of (t, 'R)-CTHE as the noise vanishes,
exactly as in in Definition 12. We do not repeat it here.
9.3.

Results

We are now ready to state our results for the model with a countable infinity of
players. It is instructive to start with a Lemma which makes precise the intuition
that any history of finite length will not be capable of signalling more than the
cooperative intentions of a finite subset of players. A history being 'consistent' with
a given strategy has the same meaning as in Definition 14.
LEMMA

9: Let any (€, 'R)-CTHE, {sf, Pt, €i}~l' be given. Then, any history offinite

length ht which takes place with probability strictly greater than zero has the following
property. There exists an n (which may depend on ht ) such that for all i 2:: n, strategy

Sl

is consistent with history ht .
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PROOF: See Appendix.
In other words, along any history which is generated with positive probability
in any (c, 'R.)-CTHE, the posterior probabilities are such that all but a finite set of
equilibrium strategies have probability at least as large as 1 -

Ci.

Given Lemma 9 it is easy to see how if the equilibrium strategies are all non
cooperative, they will remain optimal along any history of play which takes place
with positive probability. This is the intuition behind our next and last result.
THEOREM 2: Consider the infinite un discounted repetition of the Common Interest

game described in Figure 3. Fix any corresponding strategy sets as in Assumption
3 and any sets of admissible distributions as in Assumption 4. Let also any array
of sets 'R. = ('R. I , 'R. 2 , ... ) be given. Then there exists a 'R.-CTHE equilibrium of the

model such that sHh t ) = D for all i = 1,2, ... and for all ht E 1£. In other words,

(/3, /3, ... ) E rrE('R.)

PROOF: See Appendix.
10.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have modified the standard model of an infinitely repeated n-player Common
Interest game with no discounting modified in two crucial ways. We have restricted
the players' to use supergame strategies which are computable in the sense of Church's

Thesis.

We have also perturbed the repeated game with computable probability

distributions over computable strategies which have sufficiently large support.
In the framework which we have developed the players can use the early stages of
the game to signal to the others their intention to play cooperatively in the long-run.
This, given the Common Interest structure of the stage game, selects the coopera
tive payoffs of the repeated game as the only possible ones. As the noise becomes
negligible, all the Computable Trembling Hand Equilibria of an infinitely repeated
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undiscounted n-player Common Interest game are cooperative. The results are a gen
eralization of A-S to n-player repeated Common Interest games. In this paper, the
signalling technique used in A-S had to be adapted so that it could be applied by
'backwards induction' to all but one players signalling sequentially their cooperative
intentions.
We have also demonstrated that our equilibrium selection result fails if there are
a countable infinity of players. The backwards induction argument on which our
main result relies fails in this case. Intuitively, since the players have to signal their
cooperative intentions sequentially, if there are infinitely many players there is 'not
enough time' for 'all players but one' to signal that they want to cooperate.
A particular concern regarding the perturbations of a 'R-CTHE are the joint effects
of admissibility and large support. It turns out that the interplay between these two
requirements is more complex than would seem at first sight. Since admissibility
imposes a degree of regularity on the support of the perturbations it is natural to ask
to what extent this prevents the support of the perturbations to be larger than the
sets 'Ri which appear in the statement of Theorem 1. In A-S and in Anderlini (1990)
this issue is addressed in some detail. It turns out that, apart from restrictions on
the actual support of the perturbations, the joint assumptions of admissibility and
large support do not restrict at all how much probability weight is put on what set
of strategies.
The basic technique used to prove Theorem 1 is powerful enough to yield mildly
weaker cooperation results for the cases of positive but vanishing discounting and
finite but large time horizon, keeping the perturbations fixed as discounting vanishes
and time horizon increases. For reasons of space we do not present a formal version
of these results. It involves a very considerable amount of additional notation and
detail. The full-blown formal analysis for the 2-player games is reported as Theorems
2 and 3 in Anderlini and Sabourian (1990). In A-S and in Anderlini and Sabourian
(1990), we discuss the problems that might arise in extending the results to the case
of vanishing discounting and finite but large horizon if the perturbations are changing
along the sequence of equilibria as the discount factor or the time horizon change.
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APPENDIX
We start with some Definitions and Theorems which are standard in the computability literature.
All the results which are stated without proof can be found in A-S, Cutland (1980) or Rogers (1967).

DEFINITION A.l: A computable function! : .lN m

only if !(el,'" ,em).J- 'v'(el,'" ,em) E .lN
THEOREM A.l [s-m-n]: For each m

m

~

.IN is called a total computable function if and

.

2: 0 and n 2: 1 there exists a total computable function of m + 1

variables! such that 'v' e E .IN and 'v' (hI,"', h m , hm+l,"" hm+n) E .lN m+n we have

THEOREM A.2 [Universal Turing Machine]: Given any m

2: 1, there exists a number u, such that

~

.IN is recursively enumerable (abbreviated r.e.) if and only ilit is equal
to the domain of a computable function. Formally, S ~ .IN is r.e. if and only if for some n E .IN we

DEFINITION A.2: A set S

have CPn(e) .J-

¢:>

e E S. (The empty set is r.e. since the function 'nowhere deJined' is computable.)

S

~

~

.IN is r.e. if and only if it is the range of a computable function. Formally
.IN is r.e. if and only if there exists a Turing machine n such that

THEOREM A.3: A set S

eES

¢:>

3v such that CPn(v)

=e

(A.l)

Given an r.e. set S, a Turing machine n with the property in (A.I) is said to 'enumerate'S. We

refer to CPn (v) as the v-th element in the enumeration of S.
~

.IN is r.e. if and only if it is the range of a one-to-one total
computable function of one variable. Formally, given an infinite set S ~ .IN, S is r.e. if and only
if there exists a Turing machine n computing a total computable function such that v ::j:. v' =>

THEOREM A.4: An infinite set S

CPn(v) ::j:. CPn(v' ) and
eES

¢:>

3v such that CPn(v)

=e

The Turing machine n is said to enumerate S 'without repetitions'.
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THEOREM A.5: Any finite set S
machine n as follows. Let
'Pn(v) J. and 'Pn(v

l

)

~SI

c

IN is r.e. and can be enumerated without repetitions by a Thring

be the cardinality of S. Then 'Pn(v) J.<=> v E {O, 1"", IISI-l}, v ::j:.

J.=> 'Pn(v) ::j:. 'Pn(v

l

),

Vi

and finally e E S <=> 3v such that 'Pn(v) = e.

THEOREM A.6 [Pseudo-Fixed Point]: Foranycomputablefunctionf ofm+l variables, there exists

x E IN such

that

LEMMA A.l: The set supp(Pi ) is r.e. for any Pi E ,600 which is computable in the sense ofDefinition
6. It follows that the same statement is true for any Pi E ,600 which is admissible in the sense of
Definition 9.
LEMMA A.2: If Pi E ,600 is admissible according to Definition 9, then the set

Q[ == supp(Pi ) n Qi

is r.e.
LEMMA A.3: If Pi E ,600 is admissible according to Definition 9, then the set Qf' == supp(Pi ) n Qi
is r.e.

PROOF OF LEMMA 2:

A machine d which computes 9; can be constructed as follows. Start by

computing the value of ti as in Lemma 1 for all i. If any of these computations do not halt, leave
the output of 'Pd undefined. If these computations halt, proceed further as follows.
Given the values of ti, compute the values of Vi for all i as
i::: 2, ... , n - 1.
Given the values of

Vi,

VI

= 0 and

Vi

= i-I

+ L:j<i tj

for

applying Theorem A.2 twice, it is feasible to compute the result of

'P'I'm,(T-V,-l)(h 1' ), 'VhT E 1-l1' and 'V Vi < T ~ t; + Vi and for all i
1, ... , n - 1. If any of these
computations do not halt, leave the output of 'Pd undefined. If all these computations fialt proceed

as follows.
Applying Theorem A.2 once, it is possible to compute the result of 'Py. (hT) 'V hT E 1-l,., 'V

T

< Vi

and for all i = 1, ... , n - 1. If any of these computations do not halt, leave the output of 'Pd
undefined. If all all the computations yielding 'Py, (hT) halt, then proceed as follows.
Applying Theorem A.2 again, it is possible to compute the result of 'Py. (h Vi ) 'V hv, E 1-l1); and
'V i. If any of these computations do not halt, leave the output of 'Pd undefined. If all all the
computations halt, then proceed as follows.
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Check whether h t has t 2:: ti + Vi + 1 or not. If this is the case, it is clearly feasible to simply
output the cooperative action aj, irrespective of the other inputs.
Check whether h t has t

< Vi. If this is the case then set the output of tpd(Xi, X-i, Yi,P, q, m, k, ht)

to be equal to tpYi (h t ).
Check whether h t has t

= Vi.

ht) E Ai to be different from both

If this is the case, then set the output of tpd(Xi, X-i, Yi, p, q, m, k,

a1

and tpYi (h t ). The latter step is feasible by Church's thesis and

by Assumption 1 which guarantees that Ai contains at least three distinct elements.
Lastly, if t

:s ti + Vi, and t > Vi, then set the output of tpd(Xi, X_;, Yi,P, q, m, k, ht) E Ai to be

different from both a1 and tp'Pmi(t-vi-l)(ht ). Again, the last step is feasible by Church's thesis and
by Assumption I which guarantees that Ai contains at least three distinct elements.
Clearly, the above algorithm defining d halts on the required set of inputs and is such that for
all (Xi,x-i,y;..p,q,m,k) E lN 4n +2, either tpd(x;,x-i,Yi,p,q,m,k,h t )

J. Vht, or

tpd(Xi, X-i, Yi, p, q,

m, k, ht) t Vht. •
PROOF OF LEMMA 3 [COMMUNICATION LEMMA]: As we have outlined above, the proof involves
four main manipulations. The first is to use the s-m-n Theorem A.I so as to guarantee that the
'parameterization' of xi is correctly set up; the second is to use Theorem A.6 to carry out the pseudo
fixed point step outlined intuitively in Section 1.2. The third is to use the construction in Lemma I
and Lemma 2 to ensure revelation of the cooperative intentions of strategy

xi.

The fourth and final

step is to see that Ri C Si of the statement of the lemma can be put equal to the set of all possible

xi

yielded by the parameterization of all possible profiles of distributions PEP, all possible Yi and

all possible precision values k.
The s-m-n Theorem A.I guarantees that there exists a total computable function s : lN 4n+2 -+
IN (recall that we are setting (x,p,q,m)

= {Xi,Pi,qi,mi)}~=l) such that

By Theorem A.2 and by Church's thesis,

Ii from lN 4n +3 to IN defined by

where gi is as in Lemma 2, is a computable function. By the pseudo fixed point Theorem A.6 we
then have that 3 Xi E IN such that
(A.4)
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for all (X-i' Yi,P, q, m, k, ht) E 1N 4n + 2 . Substituting (A.2) and (A.3) into (A.4) , we finally obtain
that for all (X-i, Yi,P, q, m, k, ht) E 1N4n + 2 we must have that
(A.5)

Consider now a fixed P = (PI, .. Pn ) E P and its 'parameterization' (its basis of Definition 10)
(p,q,m) E IN3n. Next, for any i, for any Yi E IN and for any given precision parameter k, define

xi (Yi, k) E IN and t,

as follows
(A.6)
(A.7)

where each Xi is the pseudo fixed point of equation (AA) and di is defined as in (3) of Lemma 1.
Also let

VI

= 0 and Vi = i - I + 2:: j <; tj for i = 2, ... , n and set
ti =

t; + Vi + 2

i

+ 1 + 2: tj

'r/ i = 1, ... ,n

(A.8)

j<i

Suppose that for such given basis, given profile of machines Y
parameter k we have that 'r/ i

= (YI, .., Yn)

and a given precision
(A.9)

Then it follows from (A.4), (A.6), (A.8), and the construction of OJ in Lemma 2, that
ti
Xi* (Yi, k) E Ci -

I

(A.lO)

Again, since Oi is as in Lemma 2, by construction we have that
(A.H)
Since ti is computed as in (3) of Lemma 1, (A.9) and (A.l1) imply that

(A.12)

Note now that it follows from (A.lO) that at ti 1 strategy Xi(Yi, k) plays the cooperative action
ai. Therefore, since Xi(Yi, k) E sf, by Definition 7 of Qi, and by the definition of t, given in (A.8),
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(A.12) implies that
(A.13)

Conditions (A.13) and (A.lO) in turn imply that
(A.14)

Because Pi(Cf'lhtiH(xi'(Yi,k),x_i)) + l;(C!'lht,+l(xi(Yi,k),x_i») = 1, setting k = c in (A.14)
immediately gives condition (iii) of the Communication Lemma. Conditions (i) and (ii) of the
Lemma follow trivially the fact that Vi = t i - 1 + 1 and from the definition of 9i in Lemma 2, (iv) of
the Lemma follows from (A.I0) and (v) of the Lemma follow from (A.8).
Finally, to close the argument we must now define each 'Ri so as to ensure that for all i (A.9) is
satisfied for all P = (PI,' .. , Pn ) such that Pi E 'Pi('R i ), for all Y = (Yl, ... ,Yn) E INn and for all k
E IN. Clearly, by Lemma 2 it is sufficient to set
(A.15)

(Yi ,p,q,m,k)ElN 3n +2

Finally, notice that by Lemma 2 it must be that 'Ri
PROOF OF

xi

~

Si. This concludes the proof of the Lemma. •

LEMMA 4: For each player i = 1, ... ,n - 1, simply set

X~,f

and

t~,f

to be the machine

and time period ti of the Communication Lemma when the admissible probability distribution

is Pi', the arbitrary machine Yi

xi

and the precision level is c. Notice that (7) follows directly

from the fact that the histories h~«, ... , h~:t_l1c" are consecutive given (X~,f, ••. , x~:I' x~) and
(i) of the Communication Lemma. From (7) and from the fact that X~,f E 'Ri ~ supp(P:) for all
i = 1, ... ,n

1, we immediately get that each h~f< occurs with positive probability as required.

Now condition (8) follows directly from (ii) and (iii) of the Communication Lemma. Finally,
condition (9) follows from (iv) of the Communication Lemma. •
LEMMA A.4: Let any (E, 'R)-CTHE be given as in Lemma 4. For each i = 1, ... ,n -1 let P:, h~f<'
t~,f and X~,f be the total probabilities, consecutive histories, dates and signalling machines yielded
by Lemma 4.
For each possible values of c and
S be given. Denote this array by

f

let also an arbitrary profile of probability distributions over

pc,. = (p~'., ... , P~'f). Then

(a) For any j, i = 1, ... , n - 1 and k

= 1, ... ,n if
(A.16)
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then
'

e,.)
h t':'<
,

-

.I

c (="pj Ih et~,<,
,. P_
- e,. , he,.)
t~,<

C,k

,

j

o

(A,17)

(b) For any k, j = 1, .. " n, and for any history ht which takes place with positive probability,
whenever xj is consistent with ht we have that
(A. IS)

PROOF:

(a) It follows from (A.I6) and (9) that for any

€

(A.19)
where Ok =max 1Tk(a)- min 1rk(a). Since Ok does not depend on
aEA

a

the limits of both sides of (A.I9) as c -t

00

and

€ -t

€

or c, (A.I7) follows from taking

O.

(b) If xj is consistent with history ht,it follows that F;(xjlh t ) ~ (1 - i). Therefore
(A.20)
Since 0 does not depend on
c

-t 00

and

PROOF OF

€ -t

€

or c, (A.IS) follows from taking the limits of both sides of (A.20) as

O. •

LEMMA 5:

From (7) and (S) of Lemma 4 we know that a strategy for player n that

always cooperates after history h~~;. would have an expected continuation pay-off not smaller than
n-l

(A.2I)
where bn is the worst payoff player n can achieve in any outcome of the stage game. Recall that

x~

must be optimal after any history which takes place with positive probability and that by Lemma 4
we know that h~~~< does take place with positive probability. Therefore, taking the limit as c tends
n-l

to infinity in (A.21) is clearly enough to prove the claim. •
LEMMA A.5: Recall that V

hull. Then

Va>O

c

lRn is the payoff space of the stage game G, Let V* be its convex
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PROOF:

The claim is obvious from Definition

PROOF OF

1

of a Common Interest game. •

LEMMA 6: By Lemma 4, for all j :5 i and for all

f

>0

Therefore, it follows from (10) and part (a) of Lemma A.4 that
·
I1m

c-+oo,e-+O

'" (E
C,E
C,E ="p Ih c"
pE Ihc,E he,.) _ e
".+1 x'+l>x 1 ,,,,,x i , i+2 t~·""·'
n
t~··' t:·· -'lri +1
t.

(A.22)

1

Notice now that by (7), for any j > i, machine xj is consistent with history h~t,. Therefore, we
can then conclude from part (b) of Lemma A.4 that (A.22) implies that
(A.23)
Together with Lemma A.5, (A.23) implies that

(A.24)
Since players do not discount the future, and because h~~~, and h~~~, are consecutive histories
.-1
..
when the players choose the machine profile (X~,E, .. • , X~,E, xi+! , ... ,x~), (A.24) implies that
(A.25)
Again, by Lemma 4, for all j < i and for all

f

>0

Therefore, it follows from part (a) of Lemma A.4 and (A.25) that
·
I1m

C-+OO.E-+O

'" (

e,E

"i Xi

="p Ihc,E

, l t C " , •.• ,
i-1

p'i-I Ih tce"••

i-1

,

E

E

Xi+l" .. , X n ,

hc,E
)
tC"

(A.26)

i-I

Similarly it is also the case that, by (7), for any j > i, machine xj is consistent with history

h~~~,

.

• -1

Therefore, we can conclude that (A.26) and part (b) of Lemma A.4 imply that
·
I1m

C-+OO,f-+O

£ i (Xie,. , -p'-i Ih tce•••• , he,E)
t e ••
t-1

,-1

= 'lrie

(A.27)
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Finally, recall that by Lemma 4 we know that h~~~. takes place with positive probability. Therei-I
fore, we can now see that (11) follows directly from (A.27) and from the requirement that xi must
be optimal in expected terms after any history which takes place with positive probability. •
PROOF OF LEMMA 7:

Using Lemmas 5 and 6, by backwards induction on the set of players, we

obtain that
(A.28)
The claim then follows directly from (A.28) and from Lemma A.5 . •
PROOF OF LEMMA 9:

We proceed by contradiction. Let an (e, 'R)-CTHE be given, and let h t

be a history of length t which takes place with positive probability in this equilibrium. Let this
probability be denoted by P*(h t ).
If the claim is false we must be able to find an infinite sequence of players iI, i2, ... , i m , ... with

the property that for all m
implies that

= 1,2, ..., the strategy sin,

is not consistent with ht. This immediately

00

P* (hd ::;

II ei

(A.29)

m

m=!

But since IT:l (1 ei) = (1- e) E (0,1), we must have that IT::l ei m = O. Therefore (A.29) implies
that P*(h t ) = O. This contradiction is sufficient to establish the claim. •
PROOF OF THEOREM 2: We proceed by construction. Let a sequence {ei}~l' satisfying IT: l (l-ei)
(1- e) E (0,1), and any array of perturbations P be given. We can now construct an (e, 'R)-CTHE
as follows.
Because of Assumption 2 (dominance), in any (e, 'R)-CTHE, each si must be a halting strategy.
For each i let s1 be such that s1(hd

= D for any finite length ht.

Notice that such s1 is guaranteed

to belong to Sf, by Assumption 3. Now let h t any history of finite length which takes place with
positive probability in this equilibrium. Using Lemma 9 we have that for all but finitely many
players Pf,(silht) ::;

ei

for any

Sf,

:f:. si· Recall now that, for every i any strategy

Sf,

which satisfies

si(ht) = C must be different from si. Therefore, this implies that the probability of the event 'at t
all players play 0' conditional on ht is zero.
Therefore, using the payoffs described in Figure 3 and Assumption 2 (best response), a strategy
s1 as described is optimal in expected terms after any history of finite length which takes place with
positive probability. It follows that the array {si, Pi' , ei} ~1 which we have just described is indeed
an (e, 'R)-CTHE. Since the value of e in this construction is arbitrary, the claim now follows trivially
from the definition of a 'R-CTHE . •
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